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Chalet Paulette

French Ski Resorts

Guests: 10

Bedroom: 5

Services included:

One Chef & Host

Breakfast served on 6 days, laid out on staff
day off

Afternoon tea

Canapés on 6 nights

Four-course evening meal on 6 nights

Six pairs of chalet wines

Champagne and spirits bar on 6 evenings

Complimentary soft drinks and mixers

Tea in bed

Driver "shuttle" service

Mid-week towel change

Bed linen, robes & slippers

Toiletries

Concierge service

Services that may be arranged:

Airport transfers from your residence

Shopping service

Massage and beauty treatments

24 hour in-resort transport

Private Jets flights or flights assistance

Security Services

Almost anything you can wish for

Number of Bedrooms: 5
Guests: 10
Starting price: On request

The property is located in prime location on the private estate of Les Ferme de Val d'Isère and it has its own indoor

swimming pool and hammam. This Chalet effortlessly blends the best of traditional chalet architecture with modern

day sophistication to deliver an outstanding luxury chalet experience. If your requirements for a ski chalet holiday

are traditional design, spacious living areas and bedrooms, en-suite facilities, swimming pool, steam room, open log

fire, delicious food and wine served beautifully and modern entertainment systems then it delivers perfectly.

Whether you are traveling with children or a group of adults, the Chalet will take it all in its stride.

Layout
The design of the chalet incorporates copious amounts of wood and as soon as you enter the chalet you
are cosseted by the calm and warmth of the chalet - exactly what you would expect a traditional chalet to
offer. The size of the chalet is impressive for a five bedroom property. The second floor living room is
dominated by the open fireplace and panoramic windows overlooking Val d'Isère and the surrounding
mountains. The living area is open plan, with a separate kitchen. As you would expect from a chalet of this
quality, the property boasts a comprehensive entertainment system plus Wifi throughout and TVs with
Freesat in each bedroom. Above the living area, one bedroom occupies the whole top floor, giving the
perfect place to rest your tired limbs, kept warm by luxuriously fluffy duvets. Of the other bedrooms, each is
dominated by the warm wood, but each is distinct in its character. Three of these bedrooms are on the first
floor including (arguably) the master room with it separate dressing area, well crafted bathroom and views
towards the mountains. The fifth bedroom is on the ground floor, next to the wellness area. Relaxing after
a day's skiing is a vital part of any ski holiday, and what better way than to take a relaxed swim in the
swimming pool before soothing muscles and cleansing your skin in the steam room. Alternatively just sit
back on a lounger and drift off in anticipation of a pre-dinner glass of champagne. There is a separate TV
room on the ground floor which is a great place for children to play or for some of your party to enjoy a film.
The ground floor is completed by the ski room with the heated boot rack making sure your boots are
perfectly ready for the next day's skiing.

Location
In the peaceful, private "Fermes de Val" area, the
property is a 10 minute walk from the centre of Val
d'Isère and a 8-10 minute walk to the Bellevarde
Express lift - although driver service is just a call away!

Facilities
Indoor swimming pool with jet stream

Hammam

Open fireplace

Private facilities for all bedrooms

WiFi

Sun terrace

Stunning service and cuisine

Ski room with boot warmers
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